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INTRODUCTION

The Niger Delta Dialogue with support from the
European Union held its 6"' Dialogue on 28"
February, 2017 in the Sheraton Hotel, Abuja.
The focus was Instability in the Gulf of Guinea
(GOG) and Implications for the Niger Delta
region. The meeting had in attendance,
members of the Niger Delta Dialogue;
d1gnitar1es lnc:ludfng Prof lbrahrm Gambart,
Prof Bola A. Akinterinwa, Chairman of the
Presidential Committee on Small Arms and Light
Weapons, Chair of the House Committee on
Forefgn Affairs, Speclal Adviser to the
President on the Niger Delta; representatives
of the Ministry of Defence, Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, Ministry of Niger Delta Affairs, Ministry
of Petroleum Resources, Natlonal Emergency
Management Agency, National Refugee
Commission, Border Commission, Institute for
Peace and Conflict Resolution; experts and
members of 1he lnternatronal community.
Since the submission by PANDEF of the 16-Point
Agenda to the Presidency on November 1",
2016, a new chapter has begun and the Niger
Delta Dralogue has become a space for
extensively and intensively interrogating the
various points on the agenda. Some of the
issues identified in the 16-Point Agenda were
Bakasst, Internally Displaced Persons and the
"over-militarization" of the Niger Delta. In
order to fully address these issues, it is
necessary to study in depth the linkages of the
proliferation of light and small arms, rise ln

cultism and armed banditry, including piracy and
other maritime related crimes.
Consequently, the sixth NOD meeting discussed the
nature of lnsecurlty in the Nlger Delta and the
larger Gulf of Guinea. In the Gulf of Guinea, the
flow of small arms/light weapons and drugs
around the area is one of the factors promoting and
makfng the Niger Delta region more insecure by the
day, as new militants are emerging in response to
their access to arms and the use of force. Other
unresolved issues are internally displaced persons
(lOPs) and stateless peopleresulting from 1he
ceding of Bakassi Peninsula to Cameroons. Overlayering this is the campaign for secession by
Southern Cameroons. This issue added a new
d1mens1on to the poorly resolved situation of
Bakassi and the outstanding issues of resettlement
and demands for compensation by the peoples of
the area. In someways, these were local to the Cross
Rrver and Akwa lbom axrs of the Niger Delta but
also regional due to the expectations of the people
arising from the judgment of the supreme court to
hand over the 76 oil wells in Cross River to Akwa
lbom. The lower revenue base and the Increased
social unrest have left behind complex governance
issues for the state and the region as a whole.
Common border areas on the sea and land means
that a number of these concerns are shared, and 1he
fluidity of the waters has allowed for the shifting
nature of criminality, with implications for the Niger
Delta.
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OPENING REMARKS

HRM King Dcndeson Jajo of Opoba, Chairmen of the Occosion

Chairmc~n's Opening Remarks

Welcome Addreu hy Chief Dr. Judith

The Chairman of the Niger Delta Dialogue, His
Royal Ma[esty, King Alfred Dtete Spiff, represented
by His Royal Majesty, King Dandeson Jaja of
Opobo, delivered the opening remarks. He
expressed happlness at the fact that the slxth
meeting was well attended by government
functionaries who had one thing or the other to do
with the Gulf of Guinea and adduced two reasons
for thts development.
First, was the fact that the meeting was held in
Abujo, the Federal seat of power where all the
functionaries stay. Secondly, it is because the subject
matter is of strategic interest to the wider Nigerian
state and sovereignty. This issue goes beyond the
Niger Delta as a region and touches on the foreign
shores of Nigeria.
He explained that the NOD has recorded
tremendous and remarkable achievements leading
to the restoration of peace in the Niger Delta region
and the establishment of a Pan Niger Delta Forum
(PANDEF) as a common front for all ethnic
nationalities fn the Niger Delta region to pursue their
interests. He observed further that PANDEF has
benefited immensely from the various reports and
activities of the NOD.
He concluded by thanking the EU and all other
development partners for the support they have
NOD so far. He
provided for the work of
specifically thanked other monarchs for showing
great dedication and commitment to the activities of
the Niger Delta Dialogue.

BvrdinAsuni
In her welcome address, Chief Dr. Judith Burdin
Asuni chronicled the activities that had taken place
since the formation of the NOD. The need for the
Niger Delta Dialogues came out of the resurgence
of mflttancy ln early 2016that had resulted ln the
massive decline in oil production, yet government
was not actively engaging with the situation. The
Dialogues were created to fill the gap by bringing
key parties, government and ctvrl society, to work
together to restore peace and security to the Niger
Delta region. The European Union (EU) and Nigeria
Stabflfty and Reconctllatlon Programme (NSRP)
provided funding for the first NOD meeting, which
was held in Uyo, Akwa lbom State in June 2016. Dr.
Asuni said that since the Uyo meeting, the EU has
continued to provlde funding for all the meetlngs.
After the inaugural meeting of the group, five other
Niger Delta Dialogues were held: in Warri, Delta
State; Yenagoa, Bayelsa State; two meetings in Port
Harcourt, Rlvers State and now In Abufa. The July
and September meetings focused on mUttancy,
partia.~larly in the western delta. Following meetings
have foaJsed on a particular issue of the region. The
November meeting In Yenagoa looked at amnesty
programmes at the federal and state levels,
including what lessons can be learned from the
Presidential Amnesty Programme for new efforts
starting at the state level. The second Port Harcourt
Dialogue discussed the N1ger Delta Development
Commission and a new Development Agenda for the
Niger Delta. The current meeting is looking at
marrtlme tnsea.~rlty through discussing the Gulf of
Guinea (GoG) and lts Implications for stabUtty of
the Niger Delta region.
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PRESENTATIONS

Ambouodar Holil'\l Shuoibu, Ministry of Foreign Affairs

Presentation by Hon. Minishtr of Fo..lgn
AHairs - Tha Nigar Delta, Insecurity and the
Gulf of Guinea.
Ambassador Haliru Shuaibu, Director of African
Sub-regional Organisations represented the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs. He stated that the
area called the Gulf of Guinea {GoG) comprises
twenty-three countries and basically covers
three economics blocs I.e. the Economic
Community of West African States (ECOWAS},
Economic Community of Central African states
{ECCAS) and Southern Africa Development
Community (SADC) out of which eight countries
are members of the Gulf of Guinea Commission
{GGC).
He noted that drug trafficking, sea piracy,
illegal bunkering, arms trafficking, illegal
migration and issues of demarcation af borders
among States in the region, are potential causes
of insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea. Ambassador
Shuaibu further noted that crimes perpetrated in
the Gulf of Guinea are fast spreading to the
hinder land and coastal areas of 1he Niger Delta
region due to shared maritime space while
saying 1hat the dangerous spread of small arms
and light weapons in civil hands results in crime, is
becoming more prevalent in 1he Niger Delta
which has therefore fueled lnstab111ty whrch
hinders development of 1he region as Investors

no longer feel safe to come to the area. He
concluded by making the following
recommendations:
l.Effectfve collaboration among relevant
government MDAs dealing with the issues of the
Niger Delta such as Ministry of Niger Delta
Affairs (MNDA}, Niger Delta Development
Commission (NDDC), and the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs. He noted that this will enable free flow
of information between these MDAs and the
Ministry of Foreign Affairs for improved Niger
Delta regional stability.
2.The Niger Delta ethnic nationalities should
provide a common front/leadership in their
proposed dialogue with the federal
government.
3.Both federal government and agitators should
show sincerity and trust in them during the
conduct of negotiation and dialogue.
4.Government should Implement the decisions
reached during negotiation as soon as possible
to prevent breakdown of peace.
5.Violence must end in the Niger Delta region for
any meaningful development to take place.
6.Political authorities and development agencies
must address governance issues and
proliferation af small arms and light weapons in
the region.

.____ _ _ _ _____,Niger Delta Dialogue
Presentation by Ambassador Emmanuel
lmohe, Chairman Presidential Committee on
Small Arms and Liaht Weapons.
Ambassador Emmanuel lmohe noted that any
attempt to fight insecurity in the GoG and the
Niger Delta that does not focus on reducing
access to small arms and light weapons will fail
as access to SALWs will create an unstable
environment. He identified the various
dimensions of insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea
as:
l.lllegal Oil Bunkering which is usually facilitated
by international vessels at the high sea shipped
through the GoG to the international markets.
2.Piracy and armed sea robbery.
3.Terrorism.
4.Kidnapping and hostage taking.
5.111egal exploitation of marine resources by
international trawlers.
6.Unsecured international waters, which created
porous maritime environment amenable to drugs
and human trafficking, arms proliferation.
The drivers of insecurity in the Gulf of Guinea
identified were:
l.Economic Deprivation and the politics of
exclusion which often promote social inequality,
unemployment, food insecurity, absence of human
security and inability to meet basic needs of the
people.
2.Legitimacy deficit, poor governance and
pervasive corruption.
3.National resources mismanagement.
4.Pollution leading to degraded environment.
5.1nternational influences, especially contacts
with the Sahel and global Jihad movement and
lslamism.
Amblmohe observed that the porous nature of the
maritime environment of the Gulf of Guinea often
allows different kinds of illicit weapons into the
region. Once these weapons are in circulation,
they intensify conflict and create obstacles to
early resolution of the conflict, as the conflict
protagonists usually want to use these weapons to
define their own space. These weapons, he noted,
usually come into the Gulf through the following
means:
l.Weapons recycled from previous theatres of
war and violent conflicts in the region.
2.Weapons recycled from other theatres of
conflict such as Horn of Africa
3.Weapons from the Libyan Conflict and the
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Arab Spring Revolution, which began in 2011.
4.Weapons from international arms traffickers.
5.Weapons stolen from government stock in
places where the state lacks effective physical
security.
6.Local craft productions.
The consequences of the proliferation of small
arms and light weapons is that it instigates violent
conflicts, which often motivates government to
divert money that could have been used on
developmental projects for the purchase of arms
to counter insecurity. Secondly, insecurity
promoted by proliferated small arms and light
weapons often caused loss of lives and
properties. For the Niger Delta region, the
implication is obvious. Easy access to small arms
and light weapons from the GoG will always
create an unstable environment in the Niger Delta
region where strife is rife and development
cannot take place.
Ambassador lmohe made the following
recommendations:
l.Countries in the GoG should endeavour to fix
those governance and political issues which give
rise to schism in the system. There should be
readiness on the part of all stakeholders to
embrace dialogue.
2.Constant re-evaluation of maritime security
policy and strategy by GoG countries, aimed at
addressing emerging maritime security threats as
well as their root causes.
3.Strengthening maritime law enforcement by
governments in the Gulf of Guinea countries.
4.Maintaining regular maritime patrols not only
in their respective coasts but also on the high seas.
5.Signing bilateral agreements to facilitate
extradition of criminals operating within the Gulf
of Guinea region.
6.0rganising joint naval surveillance operations
in the hot spots.
7.Strengthening inter-regional and international
cooperation and collaboration on maritime
security.
B.Tackling weapons proliferation in the region
through the instrumentality of the ECOWAS
Convention on small Arms and Lights Weapons
(Applicable to ECOWAS Countries) or the
Nairobi Protocol (Applicable to East, Central and
Southern African countries) and the Arms Trade
Treaty g (ATT). With the exception of the Nairobi
Protocol, these are legally binding instruments.
Encouraging GoG countries that have not yet
joined the ATT to come on board.
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STRATEGIC REMARKS

Amtx.odor Bolodel GodlcnC7W$ lgoll, Fodlltotor,
and HE Ambcmador Mldlel AITTon, Hoad of EU Delegation

Remarks by the Hon. Minister of Defence
The Hon. Minister ofDefence was
represented by Brig. Gen. LYN Hassan, who
is the coordinator of Peace Support
Operation in the Ministry of Defence. He
conveyed the happiness of the Hon. Minister
of Defence on the organisation of the event
and for extending an invitation to the
Ministry. He explained that unlike the early
days of the Amnesty programme where
foreign militants were included among the
beneficiaries, the Ministry of Defence has
now prevented foreign fighters from
infiltrating the militant groups by appointing
indigenes of the Niger Delta as senior
commanders in military deployment to the
Niger Delta. He ended with a promise that
the Ministry of Defence was ready to give all
the necessary assistance to the Presidential
Amnesty Programme to make sure that it
succeeds.
Remarks by the Chair of the House

Committee on Foreign AHain- Rt. Hon.
Nnenna Elendu-Ukeie
In her intervention, Rt. Hon. Nnenna ElenduUkeje, the Chairman, House Committee on
Foreign Affairs, noted that the Niger Delta is
essential to the survival of the Nigerian
nation because of the enormous oil deposit
of the region, which continues to serve as a
substantial source of foreign exchange and
finance for the Nigerian state. However, the
proximity of the region to the GoG and the

security concerns emanating from the region
meant that it must continue to be kept under
focus as restiveness in the region persists. She
expressed that the visit of President
Muhammadu Buhari to Malabo highlighted
the need for greater engagement among
countries around the GoG for collaboration
to curb insecurity and crimes around the
area. She expressed that the House of
Representatives played a very significant
role in the period preceding the ceding of
Bakassi and one of the key concerns of the
House was to ensure strict adherence to the
provisions of the Green Tree Agreement and
the plight of the stateless people living in the
region. These same concerns were also on the
front burner of the discourse of the Niger
Delta Dialogue.

Remarks by Special Adviser to the
President on Niger Delta and Coordinator.
Presidential Amnesty Programme Brtg.
Gen. Paul Boroh
Brig. Gen. Paul Boroh, a regular participant
at the NODs, observed that the leading issues
that often pose challenges in the Bakassi
Peninsula and Gulf of Guinea ore poor
governance, lack of effectrve legitimacy due
to poor demarcation of maritime borders.
He emphasized that the key issue in the
instability of region remains the contention
between Nigeria and Cameroon over
Bakassi and demarcation of
Nigeria/Cameroon border, which is yet to
be concluded. He therefore recommended
that:
1. The issue of d em a rcati on of
Nigeria/Cameroon border should be jointly
resolved by the contending states as soon as
possible.
2.States along the GoG should embark on
strategic partnership to end piracy.
3.Nigeria's Ministry of Foreign Affairs should
have a representative in the Ministry of
Niger Delta Affairs for better information on
the Niger Delta region.
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Hon. ~ema Bondu·llcefo, AmbG$$0dor MlciTet Arrlon, &rig Gon Paul T Boroh, King Dtlr!d_, Jafa

Remarks by Amb. Michel Arrion, Head of
EU Delegation
In his address, Ambassador Michel Arrion,
the Head of EU Delegation, expressed the
opinion that the theme of the discourse is both
timely and relevant. He noted that 1he GoG
is a common heritage of many countries in
Africa and the entire global community
because of its rich natural resources and the
strategic highway for the maritime industry.
He expressed that #le security of the GoG is
very high in EU policy agenda. Drawing from
the success of the reduction of maritime
piracy in the Indian Ocean, he suggested the
following as #le best ways to a.~rb maritime
insea.~rity in #le GoG:
1.
Piracy and other forms of criminality
taking place in the GoG should be tackled
from the onshore because the activities of the
groups carrying out the nefarious acts on the
high sea of the GoG are planned onshore.
2.
Fighting insecurity and criminality in
the GoG should not only be military as
military solution is necessary but not sufficient
to curbing the crimes. There is a need to also

apply other solutions, especially the criminal
Justice system.
3.
More countries and economic blocs
should be constructively engaged.
He stated that the EU has financed many
projects collectively and individually but
regrets that these projects have either been
abandoned or are non-functioning probably
due to non-alignment with the real needs of
the people of the benefitting communities, or
there is no ownership or effective monitoring
of these projects by relevant stakeholders
and authorities. He therefore suggested that
there is a need to rethink how development
projects of the international partners are
complemented and managed by the
relevant government authorities. He
recounted the progress of the Niger Delta
Dialogue so far saying while much progress
has been made in readiness for dialogue by
the citizens, meaningful readiness has not
been shown by the federal government. He
ended by thanking all participants and
assured the conveners of continued support
from the EU.
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PANEL

ProfMSOr lbrchfm Gambart and HRM Kklu o-tu Dr. Effong BaMeY Archlan;a

Chairman's Opening Remarks
Professor (Amb) Ibrahim Gambari, former
Under-Secretary-General on Africa at the
United Nations, chaired the four-man panel. He
began his opening remarks by observing that
the topfc of discourse ts "timely and Important"
due to the strategic importance of GoG to the
global community. He observed that insecurity in
the GoG is widespread and has multifaceted
dimensions, ranging from piracy and maritime
Insecurity whtch are attributed to economic
deprivation, poor governance in human and
natural resources management, environmental
pollution, widespread small arms and light
weapons and spread of violent crimes. Whfle the
Gulf of Guinea has immense potential for
maritime commence, resource extraction,
shipping and development, it has also overtaken
the Gulf of Aden as having the highest number of
reported piracy attacks in the world. Nigeria
loses between 40,000 and 100,000 barrels a
day to oil theft. Forty per cent of the region's
fishing catch fs illegal, unregulated or
unreported. Because of the limited maritime
security in the Gulf of Guinea, South American
narcotics traffickers use it as a transit route to
Europe.

Professor Gambari observed that while the
Nigerian Navy Is dotng Its best fighting crtmes In
the GoG, it cannot be left to them alone;
countering criminality in the GoG requires a
holistic approach and global plan of action that
should Involve prevention, good governance,
implementation of Madrid Agenda and
application of all-government approach that
enable us see 1he Niger Delta instability as not
solely Niger Delta problem but as a problem of
Nigeria manifested in Niger Delta which must be
addressed by all.

Presentations from Panel Session
A four-man panel discussed various sub-themes
in the topic of discourse. The first presentation of
the panel was made by, Architect Bassey
Ndem, on Militancy and Implications for the Gulf
of Gufnea and the Niger Delta region. The
presentation addressed 1he new threat of
militancy that is gradually evolving and may
severely compromise peace, security and social
fabric In Cross River State. He observed that unt11
November 2016, two local governments were
taken over by a group of militants called the
Bakassi Strike Force (BSF) on the grouse that
Nigeria handed over Bakassl to Cameroon. Thetr
taking-over of the local governments led to the
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Arch Ba-r Ndem, Mr. Umale Emenlke, AmbCDSGdor Hallrv Sflualbu,
P~f-r Ibrahim Gambarl

setting up of parallel governments in the two
local governments and the administration of
tungle fustlce on the people. This Involved killing
people by sUtting their throats or burying 1hem
alive. They also imposed taxes and ruled
through the barrel of the gun and decapitation
of the traditional rulers and also Involved In
kidnapping, piracy, robbery and o1her criminal
activities on the sea. He noted that, since the
kidnapping of an Australian, 1he army has been
deployed to the area but the soldiers are now
moving from ..army of liberation to army of
occupation" as they have closed down social and
economic activities, and people can no longer go
to school, church, farm or even markets while
many are detained without trial.
He explained that besides the running of
parallel governments and 1he involvement of
army, the mllltant groups are receiving
magnificent overtures from the Amazonians
(Southern Cameroonians) who have been
craving for seceuion from the Cameroonian
State, the Indigenous People of Blafra (IPOB) tn
Nigeria and many o1her similar groups from the
GoG. He noted that the place is made
vulnerable due to so many factors such as:
1 .Closeness to borderland which makes tt easy
for the militants to commit crimes in a place within
a country and run to another place in another
country.
2.Exfstence of armed non-state International
actors involved in gun running business from
which the militant groups benefitted.
3.Presence of world superpowers because of the
resources of the area.
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Mr Umeize Emenika of NEMA presented on
Emergency Response and the Gulf of Guinea.
The main message of his presentation is that
Nigeria's lack of adequate emergency response
contributes slgnlflcantly to the emergence of new
security threats In Nigeria, Including Niger Delta.
He drove his point home with the explanation
that between 2008 and 2012, over 2000
unaccompanied children came from Bakassllnto
different areas of Cross River State. These
children who were never taken care of have now
grown up to become adults and constitute a new
security 1hreat as they have formed new militant
groups called "the Seolombo Boys". He equally
pointed at 1he case of the Northeast where Boko
Haram insurgency has led to 1he displacement of
unaccompanied ehtldren who are hvlng In lOP
camps unattended-to.
His position is 1hat our emergency responses to
crisis should be accompanied by prior planning
that takes Into cognizance risk assessment and
profile.
Another presentation on the panel was made by
Professor Bola A. Akinterinwa, the former
Director General of 1he Nigerian lnstiMe of
International Affairs. His presentation
interrogated the contradictions on the ownership
of the Bakassl land and 1he Bakassl people
stemming from the ICJ Judgment. He raised two
critical issues on the ICJ Judgment and its effect
on the aboriginal occ:upants of 1he land -the
Bakassl people. These Issues he put In
Interrogatory form thus:
l .Who has sovereignty over Bakassi Land {not
Bakassi Peninsula}'
2.Who has sovereignty over 1he people who
occupy Bakassi Land¥
He explained that the ICJ used 1he controversial
Anglo German Treaty of 1913 as the basis for
awarding Bakassl to Cameroon. However
according to the memoirs of Prince Karl Max
lichnowsky, one of the co-au1hors of the treaty,
the treaty was never signed. This throws into
doubt the basis for the ICJ Judgment. The
occupants of the land- the Bakassl people claim
inheritance to 1he land from their forefathers
and since 1he ICJ ruled that Cameroon has
sovereignty over Bakassl Peninsula and not
Nigeria, the implication fs that the land and the
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2.Low Polltrcal wrll by respective governments rn
preventing displacement and protecting IDPs
3.Weak/Lack of Legal/Policy Framework for
Protection and Assistance of lOPs- Non-

Domestication of Kampala Convention (adopfecl
in October 2009 and came into force on
December 6, 20 72

Prof- 8ola Aklnter411'1wa

people are subfec:t to the rule and law of
Cameroon. However the problem is that the
occupants have argued that they are Nigerians
and not Cameroonians and will never be
Cameroonians. Thrs has created a problem
where the land belongs to Cameroon but the
people inhabiting the land are Nigerians. How
can the aboriginal inhabitants be separated
from their Iandt The message of the eminent
Professor is that the ICJ iudgment has created
confusion that is further worsened by
Cameroon's inability to respect agreement.
The last presentation on the panel, was made by
Eric Shu. The topic was lOPs and External Threats
within the Gulf of Guinea. There are two basic
1ssues. These were lOPs and external threats to
stability of the Niger Delta, which basically
come from the Gulf of Guinea. The presentation
began by examining some of the causes of
displacements in the Niger Delta. The identified
causes were:
l.lnternal communal conflicts (over land &
resources)
2.Env1ronmental d1sasters 1ncludtng oll spillage
3.Forced and arbitrary displacement due to
government projects (e.g. Demolition of coastal
areas by Rivers State which displaced several
commun1t1es1 Calabar seaport1 will Hkely
displace communities in lkang and Bakassi LGA
4.State Succession - Ceding of Bakassi to
Cameroon in 2002 by ICJ
It was equally noted In the presentation that
enormous challenges are faced in the
management of lOP issues in the Niger Delta and
the Gulf of Guinea. These challenges include:
1.Weak Institutional Capacity & Framework for
coordination

4.Lack of Data and Profiling of lOPs in countries
In the Gulf of GuJne
On external threat from the GoG and
implication for the Niger Delta, he noted that the
Southern Cameroon crisis, which started in the
1990s Js already generating refugees that are
trooping Into Nrgerta. Accordrng to him, the
Southern Cameroon crisis is caused by the
following factors
l.ConstJMJonal CrJses
2.loss of Identity of British Southern Cameroons
within the Cameroonian Union
3.1996 consti1ution and 2004 Decentralisation
laws
4.legal Crises in Bl-fural system (Common Vs
Civil law controversies)
5.Crisis in the Education Sector
6.1nterests, conspiracy and Influence of France
Thrs cris1s, he noted, has several security
implications for the Niger Delta region. The
implications include:
l.Confllct could escalate and transform Into
armed vrolence.
2.Nigeria could be burdened with refugees.
3.0il installations in Bakassi could be targets.
4.Bakassl people & mllttants could collaborate
and cause gr1evous harm to Ufe and property
5.1ncreased aggression of Cameroonian armed
forces towards Bakassi indigenes and mass
refoulement.

Niger Dolto Dlologuo .Member$
Pamela Bralde. Nnlmmo Bapey, Ku'ubra Uya and Mktiaol Bcpo
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BREAKOUT SESSIONS
4.

5.

6.

Gr011p 1 Senator acuwy Herwhaw. Olalrman. fla,.ed by Nnlmmo a-y
and Legbonl Pyagbara, with Hon. Ani EJin, ~rc• Person

In order to discuss issues in depth, 1he
participants were broken into 1hree syndicate
groups. Group one cho1red by Senator Bassey
Ewe Henshaw with Hon. Ani Esin as resource
person examined 1he current issues in 1he Niger
Delta region and 1he adequacy of responses to
1hem. The second group chaired by Nella
Andem-Rabana SAN, with Prof. Bola A.
Akinterenwa as resource person, diSOJssed 1he
international nature of the 1hreot to the Niger
Delta region and the role of 1he Ministry of
Foreign Affairs. The third group chaired by
Cl1arles Achodo, wi1h resource person, His
Highness Anobs Sara lgbe, discussed 1he
recommendotrons for action to attain the 16Point Agenda.

7.
8.
9.

Niger Delta and not Ogoni alone
Recognize one body/voice to speak for
Niger Delta at all times.
Moss re-orientation of the people of 1he
Niger Delta towards positive
appreciation of self and communal
advancement.
Greater cooperatron among
governments of Niger Delta states
towards infrastructural development.
All states to address climate change
agenda
Effective disaster preparedness and
management.
Discouragement of militancy at 1he
community level.

.......................
......._.....

Gr011p 2 Nella Andan-Rabana, SAN Chairperson; wtth Prof. Bola
Alclnte,._, R-rce P•I'SOI\. &lc Situ, Panelist, -tieing behind

Group One- Currant l11uas for the Niger Delta
ancl Adeqyacy of Response
Issues identified as current in the Niger Delta
region were refugees, statelessness and
environmental degradation. The
recommendations submitted by the group
include the following:
1. The need for government to quickly
address and reverse the statelessness of
1he people because there is a real
danger of collaboration between them
and Southern Cameroonians and other
emerging agitating groups, and 1his con
compUcote the security situation.
2. Government should choose a specific
date to stop gas flaring wi1hout option of
fine.
3. Government should clean up 1he whole

Group Two- International Nature of the
Threats to the Niger Della Region's Stability
The group engaged 1he international nature of
the problem, including threat to Niger Delta
stability. It first identified the causes of 1he
problem from the Gulf of Gulnea as follows:
l.Abundance of economlc resources wt1hin 1he
region.
2.Geo-political location of the GoG, which
makes the need to control the resources of 1he
region attractive.
3.Statelessness of the people of Bakassi.
4.Criminal activities within 1he GoG
The International nature tdentlfred was:
l.GoG ts the leading sub-Saharan African oilproducing region. Thus, the big powers such as
US, China, Ukraine and Japan have many
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Group 3 Olarlo$ Achodo, 0\olrmon sooted In middle. wltfl His Highness Anabs Sora 1gb-. Resource person standing.

conflicting Interests.
2. Many efforts have been made
bilaterally and regionally to ensure
security in the GoG. All efforts have
been In vafn because no serfous political
commitment has been shown by states
along 1he region.
The solutions recommended by 1he group are as
follows:
1. PANDEF to advise government to aCClept
the proposal by Bakassi Strike Force to
dfsarm and partake tn the amnesty
programme.
2. Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) should
explore making collaboration in the
region stronger than already existing
administrative and maritime security
structures of ECOWAS, ECCAS and
SADC.
3. Internal land boundary crises among
states should be resolved while the
ongoing boundary demarcation
between Nigerian and Cameroon should
be hastened up.
4. There should be greater synergy

between MFA, NDDC and 1he Ministry of
Niger Delta (MNDA) to ensure
coordinated policy.
5. Full implementation of the Green Tree
Agreement.
6. Nigerian government should take up the
continuous killing of Nigerians by
Cameroonian Gendarmes.
Group Three• 16-Point
Recommendations for Action

Agenda:

The group Identified three focal points of 1he 16Point Agenda1 which are: political, development
and security. The group recommended the
following:
1. Engagement of youths.
2. Responding comprehensively to
infrastructural development challenges
3. A good faith dialogue process.
4. Direct community engagement in coming
up with solution relating to their specific
needs
5. A programme-based need assessment
of lOPs
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International and Nigerian Participants at 6th Niger Delta Dialogue
rise in violent behavior and the contributory role
of maritime insecurity and criminal activities. Our
role within the region Is to get the government of
the region to address security from beyond the
confines of their boundaries. What will a Niger
Delta insecurity prevention framework for action
lookltke9
Lastly, the unresolved issues arising from the
ceding of Bakassi have left the people in a
situation of statelessness; they do not know
where exactly their fate is best served. In terms
of business, they continue to use the Naira and
interact with their kith and kin in Nigeria but at
very high personal and financial cost. They are
exposed to multiple taxations on both sides and
those living in Nigeria are far from settled 15
years after the ICJ judgment ceding the area.
Wlth the Increased call for secession by Southern
Cameroons, the issue is far from resolved. One of
the quickest ways of addressing the problem is
the re-negotiation of the Green Tree Agreement
to Include the provision of dual citizenship to
indigenes of the Peninsula, such that the

movement of goods and property between
Bakassi in Nigeria and Bakassi in Cameroons is
seamless. This Is also true of currencies and
taxation.
On the Nigerian side, there is need to integrate
the economy of Bakassl Into the GoG and so
create a regional business hub for the area. Such
transformation of the area will bring a new
vision and obliterate the loss associated with the
ceding of Bakassl. Over a set number of years,
the value of resources arising from the 67 wells
ceded to Akwalbom should be addressed and
used to directly develop Bakassi related
communities in Cross River and Akwalbom States.
Through a Bight of Biafra accord to be
negotiated by the FG, a coordinated sub
regional pact is needed and should govern
security and other aspects of action within the
area. This will take away the impression that the
region has become a den of criminal and
violence repression of the peoples by agents of
government and often times the foot soldiers of
criminal and militant gangs
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